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in mammalian cells, two different messenger ribonucleoproteins (mrnps) serve as templates 
for protein synthesis.  newly synthesized cbp80-cbp20 (cbc)-bound mrnps initially 
undergo a pioneer round of  translation (maquat et al., 2010).  one purpose of  this round of  
translation is to ensure the quality of  gene expression, as exemplified by nonsense-mediated 
mrna decay (nmd).  nmd largely functions to eliminate mrnas that prematurely 
terminate translation, although nmd also contributes to proper gene control, and it targets 
cbc-bound mrnps (Sato et al., 2008; isken et al., 2008).  cbc-bound mrnps are remod-
eled to eif4e-bound mrnps as a consequence of  the pioneer round of  translation as well 
as independently of  translation by importin-β binding to importin-α-associated CBC (Sato 
and maquat, 2009).  eif4e-bound mrnps support the bulk of  cellular protein synthesis 
and are the primary targets of  mrna decay mechanisms that conditionally regulate gene 
expression, such as Staufen1-mediated mrna decay (gong et al., 2009).  

mechanistic aspects of  nmd will be discussed, including how cbp80, which is acquired by 
the 5’ caps of  newly synthesized transcripts within nuclei, promotes nmd at multiple steps 
by promoting specific mRNP rearrangements (Hwang et al., 2010).  Mechanistic aspects of  
Smd will also be described, including the formation of  Staufen1-binding sites not only by 
intramolecular base-pairing within an mrna 3’-untranslated region but also by intermo-
lecular base-pairing between the alu element of  an mrna 3-untranslated region and a 
partially complementary alu element within a long noncoding rna (gong and maquat, 
2011).  these are new functions for alu elements and for long noncoding rnas, which we 
call ½-sbsrnas.
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